LAWPRO’s new
website:

a snapshot

LAWPRO’S website has a new look and structure –
designed to put more information at your fingertips. On
this and the following pages of LAWPRO Magazine, we
introduce you to some of the key features of the new
site, to help you quickly familiarize yourself with how
to navigate the site and find the information you need.

The L AW PRO home page
Our new home page provides an overview of all of the principal
links and information sources that you’ll find elsewhere on the site.
• The top navigation bar takes you quickly to the five main
sections around which the site is organized: E&O Insurance;
practicePRO; TitlePLUS; Careers, which profiles current
positions available in our organization; and About LAWPRO
where you’ll find background information on the company,
links to our annual report, media releases and other corporate information.
• The Claims Prevention links take you to an extensive collection
of resources on the newly organized practicePRO website,
which itself will be undergoing a facelift in the coming months.
• The Quick Links box contains shortcuts to the most frequently
visited pages in a specific section of our site; Quick Links
change with each page, to help you navigate quickly to key
links such as insurance policies, specific applications and
other supplementary information sources.
• The MY LAWPRO sign-in box in the upper right corner is a
quick way for you to access the secure part of our site, where
you’ll find online applications and many other new features
more fully described on the following pages.

The E&O Insurance home page & Private
Practice page
We’ve re-structured this section of our site to provide you with
many different ways to access information on your liability
insurance coverage and options.
• Selecting either Insurance Type or Practice Type in the left
navigation bar expands that navigation bar to provide you
with an extensive list of information links that take you to a
specific information page.
• Selecting a specific link in the Insurance Type or Practice
Type boxes in the centre of the page takes you directly to the
information page you selected: For example, clicking Private
Practice in the Practice Type box links you to an information
page on insurance coverage and options for lawyers in private
practice (i.e. the standard insurance program).
• The Quick Links on each page link you to additional information and resources specific to the topic on that page. For
example, on the Run-Off Coverage page you’ll find a link to
the Assess Your Needs tool that helps you better determine
your need for additional insurance protection, while the
Mobility page links you to FAQs specifically on mobility
coverage for lawyers.
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MY LAWPRO:

Your gateway to YOUR confidential
data, transactions and filings
MY LAWPRO is the first step in a wide range of new online information and
services LAWPRO plans to unveil over the next year. In this new section
you’ll have online access to all your insurance policy and personal account
information; you’ll also be able to complete your online transactions,
including filing your 2007 insurance application. Take a few minutes to
review this pictorial journey through the MY LAWPRO section of our
new website.

Step 1:
To access the MY LAWPRO section, you must first sign in to the secure part of the LAWPRO website
using your Law Society member number and your unique, confidential password. You have three
options to sign in:
• Sign in using the MY LAWPRO sign-in box, which you will find on every page; OR
• Select MY LAWPRO in the top navigation bar to access the sign-in page; OR
• Select File Online in the Quick Links box on the home page to access the sign-in page.
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Step 2:
Sign in using your Law Society member
number and unique, confidential password.
If you do not remember your password (or
do not have one) follow the online instructions that apply to your situation (eg. set
up a password or forgot your password).

Step 3:
Select the online service
you wish to access
Address change
Updating LAWPRO whenever your address
or firm information changes is vital to
ensuring your policy coverage is appropriate
and accurate for your current circumstances. You can update this information
at any time: The sooner this information is
filed with LAWPRO once a change in your
firm or address information is known, the
more quickly we can provide you with
additional insurance-related information
that you may require.

File Online
Select the online form that you intend to
complete. Most forms will appear pre-populated
with information on you and your existing
coverage, based on information in our current
database. All online forms link you to supplementary information that you may need to access
to understand your options and complete the
form. Online filings let you review the completed
form before you submit it to LAWPRO.
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My Policy Documents
This section houses PDF versions of all
relevant insurance applications, invoices,
Declarations pages (which detail your
specific coverages in place) and policies
and forms, for the upcoming year (2007)
as well as for recent past years in which
you had insurance coverage in place
with LAWPRO.

My Personal Account

As its name implies, this section of the site lets you access information on your specific insurance account
with LAWPRO.

• In Account Summary, you’ll find
information on the coverage you
have in place, how you are paying
(or have paid) for the coverage,
and when your last payment
was made.
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• In Update Payment Info you can
change your payment method
and/or the instalment option.

• Transaction Levy Filing provides you
with the most recent information we have
on the real estate and/or civil litigation
filings you have made and which ones
are outstanding. This page also links
you to the online transaction levy filing
form itself, so that you can complete any
outstanding filings quickly and easily.
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